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Preface

The world is a fascinating combination of fragility and resilience. In the midst of terrible

wars and atrocities and countries being torn apart, we also see images of children playing

soccer in the street and young couples starting futures together at wedding celebrations.

The signs of past collapses are all around us, but we keep building new lives, structures,

and institutions to take their place.

This is a book about collapse. It’s intended to help some of us manage collapse a little

better, promoting it when we want to and protecting ourselves from it when we need to.

The first step is to understand it better, using different tools and different points of view.

Much of this book is about history and experience — the anatomies of past collapses in

many different subject areas from finance to fighter jets, networks to nanostructures. In

surveying these diverse cases, we find extraordinary commonalities. The same kinds of

dynamics occur over and over again.

Let me explain why my background as a mathematician gives me a particular perspec-

tive on this subject. Some people think that math is all about solving equations, but they’re

dead wrong. Math is much more about identifying common features and describing them

in a way that captures their essence. Mathematical symbols and equations are basically a

language that helps to clear away some of the detail so we can focus on those fundamental

underlying features or principles. No matter what your math background, whether quite

modest (say, comfort with the equations and graphs of high school pre-calculus) or highly

advanced, I think you will be interested to see how using the mathematical language of

probabilities, game theory, dynamical systems, networks, and related fields helps to or-

ganize our accumulated experience about real world collapses. This can bring into much

sharper focus the points of vulnerability in the systems of the present and future. That’s

how we can bridge the gap, for example, from the amazing experiment of biological evo-

lution to the design of organizations, or from the movements of a past civilization to the

layout of fire exits.

You can read this book looking for only what I have described above, skimming or

skipping the rest. You’ll find the discussion of famous collapse events in language I think

you will readily understand: what really happened at Chernobyl, why did the mortgage

market crash, what was that “flash crash” you heard about, how could a falling branch

knock out power to almost the entire Northeast, and more. This is serious material and the
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x Preface

book is not a bedtime novel, but I have tried to make these discussions simple, accurate,

and interesting.

The second way that math enters is by giving us tools that we can use to go deeper

into the subject. Not only can we describe phenomena and find analogies, but we can

analyze situations from the past, present, or future and make quantitative estimates of the

importance of different factors. My goal is to give you some direct involvement with the

use of these mathematical techniques. While this is not a textbook-like compendium of

mathematical methods, each of the six technical chapters provides a serious engagement

with representative methods that are encountered in that field. Use this to the extent you

want or need it. The prerequisites are no more demanding than those listed earlier, but

you will have to spend more time reading and thinking and reading again, as with almost

any mathematical writing. We rarely get it the first time around (even those of us who are

professional mathematicians). You can then turn to the references or to textbooks to learn

more if you wish.

A few paragraphs are flagged for readers who have a slightly more advanced back-

ground, perhaps an elementary statistics course, a year of calculus, and occasionally more.

But I believe that even for readers with a highly advanced mathematical background, there

is much to stimulate thought here. I think it will place previous study in a new perspective.

Because of the ready availability on personal computing devices of robust routines for

actually solving equations, quantitative modeling has become a standard practice for many

social scientists. The focus can thus stay more heavily on getting the models right and

testing their predictions against real world experience, tasks that those who are experts in

their applied fields are best suited for. Thus I hope that practicing social scientists, not just

those from academia, can use this book to get new insights on collapse potential in many

fields, from political polarization to nation building to the design of financial systems. I

think we all recognize the vulnerabilities that exist all around us, and we need to make

use of the best tools we can find to navigate our path. In this vein, perhaps I may at least

contribute some small but useful insights to a fairly wide audience, including business

managers and strategists, policy makers and their advisers, foundation managers who direct

resources at important problems, teachers, writers, and journalists who help to educate us

all, and others.

I have the mental image of book writing as explaining something one-on-one across a

table, rather than expounding on it from the lectern of an auditorium. Thus I have used a

more informal and personal style than might be customary with many other books. I hope

you enjoy it!

Charles R. Hadlock

Lincoln, Massachusetts, and Silver Lake, New Hampshire

2012
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